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Abstract—In the recent times, Internet of Things (IoT) has been focus of research. With the great potential of IoT, there comes many  

issues and  challenges. Security is considered as one of the main issues in IoT technologies, platforms, applications, . In order to cover 

the key aspect of IoT, this paper reviews the research progress of IoT, and have found out that several security issues and  challenges 

needs to be considered and briefly outlines them. Efficient and functional security for IoT devices is required to ensure data 

confidentiality, anonymity, integrity, access control,  authentication, and ability to identify, as well as heterogeneity, availability must 

be taken into the consideration. Considering the mentioned facts, by reviewing some of the latest researches in the IoT domain new IoT 

solutions from technical, industry sides are provided. Based on the findings of this study, desirable IoT solutions need to be designed 

and deployed, which can guarantee: anonymity, confidentiality, and integrity in various environments. In this research a survey is 

conducted  in order to understand the awareness of security and privacy in IoT among 101 users. This study aimed to examine the 

awareness of users about cloud based applications and to understand if users consider security as important concern while using IoT 

based applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTON 

    The evolution of Internet technologies over the past years has led to the increased use of Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT is 

defined by as a "network of things, with clear element identification, embedded with software intelligence, sensors, and ubiquitous 

connectivity to the Internet". IoT applications allow physical objects called "Things" in order to connect from various smart 

devices  to monitor, store, process, analyze gathered data . "Things" can be any  computing devices that range from ordinary 

household objects to  industrial tools. Today, there are more than eight billion connected IoT devices all over the world, and this 

number is expected to  triple in 2030 to more than 25 billion. Nowadays, several domains  use IoT for providing better services 

such as medical healthcare, , automotive industry, smart cities ,business analytics, smart agriculture, energy management, etc. 

The IoT is playing a major role in these applications and domains by offering multiple solutions which allows to enhance the 

lifestyle of people . For instance, in the medical healthcare domain, IoT improves its quality while using added-value services 

that include:  remote medical consultations,  uninterrupted access to equipment, data, and patients information,  automatic transfer 

and analysis of data collected by devicesand continuous monitoring of patients’ conditions, etc. However, the IoT device benefits 

are constrained  by many security issues and privacy threats  . In fact, the interconnected devices within large IoT infrastructures 

are subjected to several security attacks such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, , botnets, and phishing attacks, 

malware and ransomware. Therefore, implementing security and safety measures should be  priority for business environments 

that are based on IoT based systems. In this, several technical solutions have been proposed in order to deal with security issues 

in IoT environments. Among these solutions, we can list the adoption of the microservices-based architecture. Microservices 

technology is one of the emerging technologies in the service computing field which is designed in order to expose the services 

in a decentralized and independent process. The microservices-based architecture allows different heterogeneous and distributed 

entities of  application to be developed, deployed, and scaled independently. The integration of the microservices technologies 

within the IoT architecture enables enhancement of different aspects which includes  continuous delivery, testability, and 

deployability,  business functions reuse,  scalability and performance improvements, etc. Microservices-based applications can 

be designed in order  to minimize the attack surface by performing  specific functions and performing them only when needed so 

that only few unused functions remain active. Microservices can also provide a higher level of isolation for IoT applications.  

 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 
 In the following section, the IoT system definition, architecture, and security requirements are mentioned . Next, a detailed 

overview of the security attacks in IoT environments is provided. Finally, the architecture and essential characteristics of the 

microservices based application is provided.  
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 Definition, Architecture and Security Requirements 

The IoT is an emerging technology that allows a group of physical nodes to exchange information over the network by using 

remotely connected o devices (e.g., smart lighting, smartphones, video cameras, and sensors, etc.). The IoT architecture,  also 

known as  the IoT technology stack, involves four layers that are detailed as follows: 

 

 Perception layer collects data from environment using different distributed devices;  Network layer ensures data routing and 

distribution over Internet to various IoT hubs and devices by using internet gateways, routing devices, cloud infrastructures. 

Middleware layer stores, examines, and process the data received from the network layer. Application layer is composed of a 

collection of problem specific solutions that communicate with individuals, resolve problems, and operate with other remotely 

connected applications. 

 

 IoT is a combination of  hardware and software technologies. Therefore, several fundamental characteristics emerge from IoT  , 

including interconnectivity, scalability, support of dynamic changes, active engagement, intelligence, etc. In addition to the  

mentioned characteristics, security is an important requirement in any IoT ecosystem. IoT devices deal with numerous IoT users 

data such as the location, contacts,  personal health records,  movements, and  purchasing preferences, etc. Besides, security 

threats of IoT devices are increasing as more devices are connected to the IoT networks. This fact leads to severe vulnerabilities 

and security threats in IoT environments . To improve IoT adoption understanding the security challenges and proposing effective 

solutions should be among the top priorities in the field. In this research, many researchers have addressed the security 

requirements related to IoT applications based on the technologies that are deployed as well as the categorized threats. In this, we 

distinguish two classes of security requirements identified for IoT systems :  Standard security requirement includes 

confidentiality, access control, authentication, authorization, key management, integrity, accountability, and usability. Potential 

security requirements include scalability, privacy, secure storage, secure content, manageability, decentralization, quality of 

service, reliability, mobility, and load balancing. In addition, an IoT application should be responsible for satisfying all the security 

requirements needed in its ecosystem. Thus, security mechanism should be developed in each layer of the IoT technology stack 

and also for  the software and hardware that uses IoT. These measurements aim to effectively identify, protect, detect, respond, 

and recover from potential security threats.  

 

 

 Security Attacks in IoT Environments 

 Security threats  in IoT environments can be classified according to the different IoT architecture layers. Each layer could have 

its own vulnerabilities that attackers typically target. In addition, since each layer depends on another layer,  in case one layer is 

attacked, the other layers of the IoT stack could be affected. Therefore, security mechanisms should be implemented in each of 

the IoT layer to prevent  attacks.. These attacks are classified into four classes  . Physical Attacks (PA) can occur if the attacker 

is physically close to the IoT network or devices; Network Attacks (NA) occur by targeting the IoT network systems to cause 

damage. Software Attacks (SA) are performed by targeting the associated software or security vulnerabilities that is present in an 

IoT application.  Data Attacks (DA) target the computing resources allowing the maintenance of the connectivity between the 

different IoT nodes and data collection that IoT resources and devices require to manipulate. 

 

 Security issues in each layer of IoT 

  

There are three layers in IoT namely Application Layer, Network Layer, Perception Layer  

 Application Layer  

 

This is the top layer of the IoT architecture. It receives data from the Network layer and  delivers to the user the basic functionality 

for which the IoT system was designed. The application layer conveys application specific services to the user. It describes various 

applications of IoT devices which includes smart homes, industries and business. The main security and attack  on the application 

layer are data authentication, data privacy, confidentiality, authorization, availability. 

1. Malicious viruses, worms, or scripts: The attacker spreads malicious viruses or worms into the IoT applications in 

order to obtain, destroy or change a users sensitive information. Malicious scripts are similar. Whenever the user runs a 

script, the attacker gets access to the userS information. 

2. Phishing Attack: In this attack, the attacker exploits the users opening of phishing emails, websites and obtains the users  

credentials and sensitive information. 

Network Layer  

 

This is the middle layer of the  IoT architecture. This layer takes the processed data received from the Perception layer and 

transmits it to the IoT hubs, applications, and devices using integrated networks. In this layer, several devices such as hubs, 

Internet gateways, switching and cloud computing platforms, etc are integrated with different existing communication 

technologies, such as, LTE, Bluetooth, WiFi 3G etc. The network layer interfaces with other smart things or objects and network 

gadgets. Its features are also utilized for preparing and transmitting sensor information The main security issues in the network 

layer are DoS, eavesdropping, routing attacks. 
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1. Man-in-the-Middle Attack: In this type of attack, the attacker uses malicious nodes or devices between the two devices 

or nodes in the IoT system to intercept and eavesdrop on communication between them and get needed information. This 

attack is established  on the communication protocols used by IoT systems. By this attack, the privacy confidentiality, 

and integrity of data are violated. 

2. Sinkhole Attack: The attacker makes  malicious node or device attractive by pretending that it has a distinctive 

specification such as computational power that makes the other nodes select this node as  forwarding node to route their 

data. Therefore the attacker can collect the data before it is delivered to the IoT system. This attack violates confidentiality 

and can lead to other attacks such as a DoS attack. 

3. Sybil Attacks: In this attack, a Sybil node or a device can forge a different identity in the IoT system. Since the node 

has different identity it can send false data to all the other devices in the network and get accepted by them. 

 

Perception Layer  

 

Physical layer consists of sensors which are used for collecting information from the environment. The main goal of this layer is 

detecting and collecting the data and information from the surrounding environment using sensor devices and actuators, then 

processing this collected information to be sent to the Network layer. These sensors uses some physical parameters to recognize 

other smart gadgets in the environment. The main security issues in the perception layer are DoS attack, Sybil attack etc.  

1. Node Capture Attack: This is physical attack in which the attacker captures a node and controls it physically. The 

attacker might replace the capture node or manipulate the hardware components of the node or  IoT device. In this case, 

the attacker can get  sensitive data from the captured node, such as routing tables, radio key, group communication key, 

etc. Also the attacker can inject false data into the captured node, which in turn leads to the transmission of erroneous 

data in the system and affects the correctness of the IoT application. 

2. Denial of Service Attack (DoS): This is a prevalent attack that can happen in all the IoT layers. The attacker makes the 

service unavailable by draining the system resources. 

3. Side Channel Attack (SCA): In this, the attacker gets the encryption key by analyzing the IoT systems physical 

implementation. Attackers usually exploit leak in time consumption, electromagnetic radiation, or power consumption 

to get the encryption key. The timing attack is a type of SCA attack in which the attacker gets the information by 

analyzing the execution time of encryption algorithm. 

4. Replay Attack: In this attack, the attacker uses valid identification information that was received earlier by the 

destination host. Using this valid identification information, the attacker gets the trust of the system and can use 

malicious node in order to send a package to the destination host. 

5. Malicious Code Injection Attack: Like Node Capture attack, this is  a physical attack. The attacker adds a node to the 

IoT system with malicious code  in its memory. By injecting malicious code, the attackers can not only force system to 

do specific functions but also  get full control of the whole system. 

6. Sleep Deprivation Attack: In this attack, the attacker exploits the limitation of IoT devices. IoT devices are designed 

to enter sleep mode in order to decrease power consumption. The attacker gets access to these devices and change their 

sleeping procedures to make them awake all  time. Therefore after a while, these devices consume all the energy and 

turn off as result the system becomes unavailable. 

7. Routing Threats: Some routing threats can be performed by an attacker by making routing loops, shortening, extending 

the source path, generating error massages, partitioning  network or increasing the delay of sending packets from source 

to destination. 

8. Data Eavesdropping and Inference: Since the communication in IoT systems is through wireless communication 

channels, it is possible that sent data can be eavesdropped by attackers. Also the attacker could send interference data 

or signals to distort the original data so it becomes inaccurate. 

III. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
  

 Blockchain as a service 

To overcome the challenges in IoT the blockchain technology can operate as a third party to secure the heterogenous 

ecosystem of Microservices based applications. It has several features like transparency, robust encryption and benefits 

like improved security, trust. Blockchain as a service can be offered by different cloud providers and can also be 

integrated into SaaS or PaaS. 

 

 Trust Management 

To address trust issues a proxy re encryption scheme incorporating smart dynamic contracts at runtime can be 

implemented. The smart contracts technology can be defined as a set of rules that ensure the control, verification, 

execution of agreement. I talk for multiple benefits in terms of accuracy, safety, autonomy and this is widely used in 

sectors like financial services, healthcare it also helps in visibility of data between the owner and the registered user with 

this contract. this system allows secure sharing storage of IoT sensor data. It can be achieved by encrypting the data 

report uploading to the cloud andri encrypting before sharing with user. This helps in gaming confidentiality. 

 AI/ML based solution 

Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence have proved their efficiency analysing the data that gathered and store at 

the infrastructure of cloud in order to provide accurate rapid decisions. This can be adopted to improve the security in 
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IoT ecosystem by allowing them to identify, predict external threats. By providing AI best solutions it can enhance the 

security in IoT applications by monitoring flow of data that is needed to ensure the communication between the entity 

containers. 

 

 Security by design approach 

It is an approach to hardware and software development where security is incorporated from the beginning of the initial 

process of development. In the  IoT application context, adopting best practices, following guidelines is key consideration 

for building security. This approach needs to be investigated further by exploring implementing the patterns of security 

data proposed for architectures of micro services based applications. 

 

 

 

 Ethical design for IoT 

Due to the large scale usage of IoT systems new ideas must be presented to define the policies ensuring effective security 

of data in complex environment. who secure the IoT ecosystem creation of ethical framework is necessary to help 

understand what is appropriate are inappropriate. this will help in providing mechanism that must be relevant to 

heterogeneous ecosystem that include self determining system, autonomous, humans, physical and virtual environments. 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODS 

 
The research method which was used is questionnaires as it is the best way to obtain information from a large number 

of people. The goal of the current research is to explore if security is affected in Iot Devices and the user awareness of 

security breaches occuring in IoT based platforms from 18-40 and above age group. The survey of people were carried 

out and data were collected. The collected data was then analysed for the research purpose. 

 

V. PUBLIC SURVEY AND EXPERIMENTS 
 

A.  Public Survey 

After creating the questionnaires, it was sent to various people from age group between 18-65 and data was collected on various 

aspects of security in Iot Devices among people.  

B.  Questionnaires 

• Do you use IoT based products? (Eg: Smart Watch, Personal Assistant, Smart Mobile) 

• Are your passwords same in different devices?  

• How often do you change passwords in IoT based products?  

• Do you use access lock?  

• Do you change the default password in devices?  

• When buying a new home appliance would you choose a model with internet connection if it is the same price as regular model?  

• Are the devices with internet access secure as compared to regular models? 

• Are you aware of any security threats in IoT devices? 

• Do you think your IoT devices are safe? 

•  How would you evaluate the methods used for protecting the device? 

C. Results 

101 people participated in the online survey. The age groups were divided into three categories like 18-30, 31-40, 40 and above. 

The people were classified into three sectors like studying, working and others. From 18-30 age group, there were 43% responses, 

from 31-40 there were 35% responses and from 40 and above there were 22% responses. 
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When the question was asked as do you use IoT based products, 74% people replied that they use IoT based products and 26% 

people replied thar they donot use IoT based products. 

 

 

 

 

When the question was asked as how often do you change password in Iot device, 33% people replied that they change once in a 

year, 29% people replied that they change once in six months, 17% replied that they do once in a month and 21% never change 
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When the question was asked as do you use access lock, 51% replied that in some they do you access lock, 34% people replied 

that use access lock, 15% replied that they don’t use access locks 

 

 

 

 

 

When the question was asked as are your passwords same in different devices, 63% people replied that their passwords are same. 

37% replied that  they have different passwords in different devices. 
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When the question was asked as are you aware of any security threats in IoT devices, 66% people are aware of it and 34% people 

are not aware of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the question was asked as do you change the default passwords in new devices, 50% replied that they don’t change, 26% 

people replied that they do always change, 24% people replied that they do change only when required 
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When the question was asked as are the devices with internet access secure as compared with regular models, 42% people don’t 

have idea rtegarding it, 28% people replied that they are safe as they are connected to internet, 20% people replied that they are 

less safe as they are connected to internet, 20% people replied that both models are safe. 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

When the question was asked as when buying new home appliance would you choose a model with onternet connection if it is 

the same price as regular price, 71% replied that they would choose a model with internet connection, 29% replied that will not 

choose model with internet connection even though it is same price. 
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When the question was asked as do you think your IoT devices are safe, 54% people replied that they are not safe, 46% replied 

that they are safe.  

 

 

When the question was asked as how would you evaluate the methods used for protecting your device, 47% people replied that 

they need best security solutions, 25% people replied that they don’t care about security, 15% people replied that they cant access 

their security, 13% people replied that security is not perfect in their device but they appreciate the ease of using it.   

 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

Hypothesis testing is a sort of statistical reasoning that includes analysing data from a sample to derive inferences about a 

population parameter or probability distribution. First, a hypothesis is created regarding the parameter or distribution. This is 

known as the null hypothesis, abbreviated as H0. After that, an alternative hypothesis (denoted Ha) is defined, which is the polar 

opposite of the null hypothesis. Using sample data, the hypothesis-testing technique determines whether or not H0 may be 

rejected. The statistical conclusion is that the alternative hypothesis Ha is true if H0 is rejected. For this paper 

Null hypothesis (H0): IoT devices are secure and protects our privacy. 

Alternative hypothesis (Ha): IoT devices are not  secure and cannot protect our privacy.  

TEST (STATISTICS) 

There are 3 tests available to determine if the null hypothesis is to be rejected or not.  
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They are: 

1. Chi-squared test 

2. T-student test (T-test) 

3. Fisher’s Z test. 

For this paper, we will be using a 2 tailed T-student test. 

A t-test is an inferential statistic that determines if there is a significant difference in the means of two groups that are related in 

some manner. 

 Level of significance 

The chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true is the significance level (also known as alpha or α). A significance  

level of 0.05, for example, means there's a 5% probability of discovering a difference when there isn't one. Lower significance 

levels indicate that more evidence is required to reject the null hypothesis. 

 Level of confidence 

The confidence level indicates the probability that the location of a statistical parameter (such as the arithmetic mean) measured 

in a sample survey is also true for the entire population. 

 

 

 

Sr.no Data 

1 74 

2 33 

3 63 

4 50 

5 51 

6 71 

7 42 

8 66 

9 54 

10 47 

Mean(x) 55.1 

SD(s) 13.1694089971 

 

Level of significance = 0.05 i.e. 5% 

Level of confidence = 95% 

A t-score (t-value) is the number of standard deviations away from the t-mean. distribution's. 

The formula to find t-score is: 

t = (x-μ) / (s/√n) 

where x is the sample mean, μ is the hypothesized mean, s is the sample standard deviation, and n is the sample size.The p-value, 

also known as the probability value, indicates how probable your data is to have happened under the null hypothesis. Once we 

know the value of t, we can find the corresponding p-value. If the p-value is less than some alpha level (common choices are .01, 

.05, and .10) then we can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that IoT devices are not secure and cannot protect our privacy. 

Calculating t-value: 

Step 1: Determine what the null and alternative hypotheses are. 

Null hypothesis (H0): IoT devices  are secure and protects our privacy. 

Alternative hypothesis (Ha): IoT devices are not secure and cannot protects our privacy. 

Step 2: Find the test statistic. 
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In this case, the hypothesized mean value is considered 0. 

t = (x-μ) / (s/√n) = (55.1-0) / (13.169/√10)  

= 16.649 

t-value = 16.6498 

Calculating p-value: 

Step 3: Calculate the test statistic's p-value. The t-Distribution table with n-1 degrees of freedom is used to calculate the p-value. 

In this paper, the sample size is n = 10, so n-1 = 9. By plugging the observed value in the calculator, it returns a p-value. In this 

case, the p-value returned is less than 0.00001.Since this p-value is less than our chosen alpha level of 0.05, we can reject the null 

hypothesis. Thus, we have sufficient evidence to say that cloud applications are not secure and cannot protect our privacy 

VI. FINDINGS 

1. Most people access IoT based applications for various purposes.  

2. Many of the users change password of IoT devices once in a year. 

3. Most users have same password in different devices. 

4. Many users don’t tend to change the default password. 

5. Only in some applications most of the users have access lock. 

6.  Many users prefer model with internet connection if it is same price as regular ones 

7.  Most of the users don’t have idea that their device is secure if it is connected to internet.. 

8.  Many users are aware of security threats in IoT devices.. 

9.  Many people feel that their IoT devices are not secure. 

10.  Most of the people need best security solutions in order to make their devices secure. 

 

CONCLUSION 

IoT devices are used widely among people. But there are many security vulnerabilities occurring in IoT. Efficient security is 

required in order to maintain integrity, confidentiality, availability of security devices. In this paper, definition, architecture, 

security requirements have been discussed. Various attacks which can occur in each IoT layer have been mentioned. The future 

discussion of research related to security in IoT devices are mentioned. Various methods on how to provide security in IoT devices 

are discussed. Survey conducted in this research was questionnaire. Survey was conducted among people of age group 18 and 

above in order to understand the awareness among people related to security and the issues occurring while using IoT devices. 

Hypothesis Testing was conducted to analyse the data and arrive at a conclusion regarding. This helped in arriving at a conclusion 

that IoT devices are not safe and cannot protect our privacy. 
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